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On Tuesday May 10, 2011, at approximately 2250 hrs, Solano County Sheriff Deputies
responded to a report of shots fired in the area of Woodrow and Reis Avenue in the
unincorporated area of Vallejo. Upon their arrival, they located a white Ford Taurus in the
middle of the street on the 20 block of Reis Avenue. Deputies observed a male subject sitting in
the driver’s seat suffering from apparent gunshot wounds. Fire and Medical were called to the
scene and confirmed the individual was deceased. Detectives were contacted and asked to
respond to the scene.
Shortly after midnight, deputies canvassing the neighborhood for witnesses to the shooting
discovered a male subject down in a driveway of a residence also located on the 20 block of Reis
Avenue. Fire and Medical were called back to the scene and confirmed the second subject was
also deceased. That subject as well appeared to have suffered from apparent gunshot wounds.
While deputies were processing the crime scene at approximately 9:00AM, a local resident
contacted a deputy and advised him that a male subject was found inside her garage. Deputies
responded to her residence which was located on Reis Avenue and contacted the subject later
identified as Patrick Eugene Alley, a 44-year-old Fairfield resident. Their investigation revealed
that Alley was in possession of illegal drugs and he was arrested for the drug violation and
booked into the Solano County Jail. There is currently no evidence linking Alley to the
shootings; however Alley’s presence in the neighborhood will be closely examined by detectives
investigating the homicides.
Autopsies on the two victims are scheduled to be performed tomorrow at the Solano County
Coroner’s Office. No further information is available at this time.
If you have any information regarding this case we are asking you call the Solano County
Sheriff’s Office at (707) 421- 7090, or Crimestoppers at (707) 644-STOP.
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